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ABSTRACT

A distributed system for commerce including a merchant
system with a communication system for receiving, process
ing and transmitting data. The system further includes an
intermediate server system in communication with the mer
chant system, and this intermediate server system includes a
data storage system for storing data transmitted thereto, as
well as a communication system for receiving, processing
and transmitting data.
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DISTRIBUTED SYSTEM FOR COMMERCE
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

0001 1. Field of the Invention
0002 The present invention relates generally to credit sys
tems and consumer, merchant and credit issuer relationships,
and in particular, to a distributed system for commerce for
interactions between consumers, merchants and credit issu

ers, where content is communicated between the parties in an
intermediary and distributed form.
0003 2. Description of the Related Art
0004. In order to enable convenient purchases of goods
and services by consumers, the financial service industry has
developed many alternative payment methods that allow a
consumer to engage in a transaction and receive goods and
services on credit. For example, such alternative payment
methods may include checks, ATM or debit cards, credit
cards, charge cards, etc. Prior to the birth of virtual com
merce, as discussed below, Such payment options provided
adequate convenience and transactional security to consum
ers and merchants in the marketplace. Virtual commerce and
the growth of the Internet as a medium for commerce have
placed pressure on the payment options discussed above on
the convenience, transactional security and profitability by
the credit issuer. Currently, available payment options include
significant shortcomings when applied to remote purchasers,
such as purchases where the buyer and the seller (that is, the
merchant) are not physically proximate during the transac
tion. Specific examples of remote purchases are mail order,
telephone order, the Internet and wireless purchases.
0005. In a typical credit transaction and process, a con
Sumer engages with a merchant at the point-of-sale, such as
online at the merchant's website, at the merchant's business

or store, over the telephone with the merchant's call/sales
center, etc. The merchant sends a request to the credit issuerto
obtain authorization or verification data allowing the con
Sumer to consummate the sale. For example, the credit issuer
may indicate to the merchant whether the consumer is cred
itworthy, is over his or her limit, is verified, has the available
funds/balance to make the purchase, etc.
0006. According to the prior art, and in the first instance,
when a consumer wishes to obtain a credit product, Such as a
credit card or credit account, from a credit issuer, such as a

bank, the consumer fills out an application, whether in hard
copy of electronic form, and Submits this application to the
credit issuer. Once the appropriate information is received
from the consumer, the credit issuer will make a decision

regarding whether the applicant is eligible for credit product.
If the person is, indeed, eligible, and meets the necessary
requirements, the credit issuer establishes an account and
provides the consumer with either the appropriate account
information, or in most cases, a physical credit card for use in
engaging in transactions. In addition, in order to Successfully
consummate the transaction, the consumer must have some

preexisting relationship with some credit provider in order to
facilitate any non-cash transaction, e.g., an online transaction,
a telephone transaction, etc. Therefore, in order to engage in
Some non-cash purchases, the consumer must obtain credit,
initiate the transaction with the merchant, and utilize the

obtained credit product to consummate the transaction and
receive the goods and/or services.
0007. Once the credit product has been obtained by the
consumer, and this credit product is used in connection with
satisfying a transaction, the credit request is sent by a mer
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chant to the payment processor. However, the payment pro
cessing industry is subject to the programming specifications
and hierarchy of the payment processors. Therefore, the mer
chant communications, credit requests, authorization
requests, etc. all "choke” at the payment processor System,
which dictates the message format, required data and process
ing requirements. Accordingly, presently-existing payment
processors impart severe limitations on new payment prod
ucts and methods. In addition, Small businesses and mer

chants do not have enough of a stake in the present process to
convince payment processors to change process or the current
systems.

0008. These and other deficiencies in the presently-exist
ing processes in the electronic payment industry may be
further illustrated as follows. According to the prior art, elec
tronic payment companies (credit issuers) mediate payment
between a customer or buyer and a merchant or seller. The
seller offers the electronic payment through their point-of
sale channels, e.g., call center, web-store, physical store, etc.,
and customers selecting the payment option need to be suc
cessfully authorized and settled by the merchant. This elec
tronic authorization and settlement event may be done
directly with the payment company, or done via an existing
payment processor relationship that the merchant has in place
for other payment options. The direct method is, by far, the
less attractive of these options, because it forces the payment
company to physically connect their payment systems to each
merchant. This, in turn, increases the cost of implementation
and maintenance for the payment company. The cost is also
higher from the merchant's point of view, since the merchant
must add a new physical connection to their network and
develop custom Software to interface to the transaction appli
cation provider interface (API) for the new payment option.
0009. Therefore the preferred option for payment compa
nies and merchants is to access new payment services through
the merchants preexisting payment processing partners.
Since the merchant already maintains a physical connection
to the payment processor, and since the merchant has already
developed the appropriate programs to interface with the API
of the processor, the level of effort to add an additional pay
ment option is much lower. However, from the payment com
pany's standpoint, there are still material shortcomings to this
approach. For example, the payment processor's APIs are
normally very large and complex Software applications that
are difficult and expensive for the payment processor to
modify. Therefore, while this approach works well for the
merchant, it is not preferable for the payment company, since
they now have to pay the cost of the API modification to the
payment processor, and wait for a lengthy period of time for
the changes to be implemented.
0010 Further, payment processors are independent com
panies in a highly concentrated industry. Presently, the top
three payment processors control the majority of payment
processing in the United States. Further, these payment pro
cessors have formed Strategic alliances with specific payment
service providers, who may seek to influence and/or restrict
the addition of new and valuable payment alternatives to the
processor's API. This further raises the cost and slows the
implementation cycle for new payment options.
0011. Yet another drawback to online commerce arises
from the distributed nature of these electronic transactions,

with the merchants likened to spokes around a hub, which is
the network credit system. Such a distributed checkout ser
Vice creates many unmanageable security risks. If all sales
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occur at the payment process or banking system, certain
confidential information is collected at the spokes (mer
chants) to complete the transaction. This information distri
bution creates unnecessary risk to the hub. If the information
is collected directly at the hub (credit issuer) location, the
customer is redirected to the hub from the spoke, which may
be undesirable to the merchant. For example, if the hub is the
data repository, the merchant often does not trust that the hub
will not use consumer to their own ends. In addition, the

hub-centric approach often leads to access problems, pro
cessing capacity issues, possible offers of other competing
goods, etc., which makes this approach undesirable.
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bination of parts and economies of manufacture, will become
more apparent upon consideration of the following descrip
tion and the appended claims with reference to the accompa
nying drawings, all of which form a part of this specification,
wherein like reference numerals designate corresponding
parts in the various figures. It is to be expressly understood,
however, that the drawings are for the purpose of illustration
and description only and are not intended as a definition of the
limits of the invention. As used in the specification and the
claims, the singular form of “a”, “an', and “the' include
plural referents unless the context clearly dictates otherwise.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

0012. Therefore, it is an object of the present invention to
provide a distributed system for commerce, such as online
and remote commerce between a consumer and a merchant,

that overcomes the drawbacks and deficiencies of the prior
art. It is a further object of the present invention to provide a
distributed system for commerce that provides content to a
user through a merchant system, where the content is pro
vided by the merchant through an intermediary, or directly by
an intermediary. It a still further object of the present inven
tion to provide a distributed system for commerce that facili
tates credit-based or debit-based transactions between a con

Sumer, a merchant and a credit issuer. It is another object of
the present invention to provide a distributed system for com
merce that provides dynamic content to a user (or consumer)
via the merchant system and/or intermediate server system. It
is a further object of the present invention to provide a dis
tributed system for commerce that provides an intermediary
between the merchant and a credit issuer (payment company,
electronic payment company, etc.) and a payment processor.
It is a still further object of the present invention to provide a
distributed system for commerce that provides secure com
munications and facilitates transactions in an electronic,

online, telephone or remote environment.
0013. Accordingly, in one embodiment, the present inven
tion is directed to a distributed system for commerce. The
system includes at least one merchant system, including a
communications system for receiving, processing and/or
transmitting data, as well as at least one intermediate server
system in communication with the at least one merchant
system. The intermediate server system includes a data stor
age system for storing data transmitted to the system and a
communications system for receiving, processing and/or
transmitting data.
0014 Inafurther embodiment of the present invention, the
system includes at least one payment processor System. This
payment processor System includes a processing system for
processing credit-based transactions and a communications
system for receiving, processing and/or transmitting data.
Further, the intermediate server system is in communication
with the payment processor system.
0015. In a still further embodiment of the present inven
tion, the system includes at least one credit issuer system. The
credit issuer system includes a processing system for process
ing credit data directed to at least one credit product and a
communications system for receiving, processing and/or
transmitting data. Further, the intermediate server system is in
communication with the credit issuer system.
0016. These and other features and characteristics of the
present invention, as well as the methods of operation and
functions of the related elements of structures and the com

0017 FIG. 1 is a schematic view of one embodiment of a
distributed System for commerce according to the principles
of the present invention;
0018 FIG. 2 is a schematic view of another embodiment
of a distributed system for commerce according to the prin
ciples of the present invention;
0019 FIG. 3 is a schematic view of a still further embodi
ment of a distributed system for commerce according to the
principles of the present invention;
0020 FIG. 4 is a schematic view of another embodiment
of a distributed system for commerce according to the prin
ciples of the present invention;
0021 FIG. 5 is an example of a screen displayed to a user
in connection with one embodiment of a distributed system
for commerce according to the principles of the present
invention; and
0022 FIG. 6 is an example of another screen displayed to
a user in connection with one embodiment of a distributed

system for commerce according to the principles of the
present invention.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

0023. It is to be understood that the invention may assume
various alternative variations and step sequences, except
where expressly specified to the contrary. It is also to be
understood that the specific devices and processes illustrated
in the attached drawings, and described in the following
specification, are simply exemplary embodiments of the
invention.

0024. The present invention is directed to a system 10 for
use in commerce, e.g., commercial transactions, consumer/
merchant relationships, consumer/merchant/credit issuer
relationships, etc. In addition, the system 10 of the present
invention is distributed, and particularly useful in connection
in a networked environment N. In one embodiment, the sys
tem 10 facilitates commercial transactions between a user U.

(e.g., the consumer) and a merchant and/or credit issuer. The
presently-invented system is equally useful in connection
with debit issuers (financial institutions) and debit-based
transactions. Such that instances herein directed to “credit

products” and “credit issuers' are interchangeable with
"debit products” and "debit issuers”. Still further, and as used
throughout the following specification, the “credit issuer'
may be a credit card company, a payment services system, a
payment company, an electronic payment company, etc. In
general, it is the credit issuer that Supplies the credit product
to the consumer, which credit product is used inacredit-based
transaction, whether online (in the networked environment
N), over the telephone or at a physical point-of-sale. Various
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embodiments of the presently-invented system 10 are illus
trated in schematic form in FIGS. 1-4.

0025. In one preferred and non-limiting embodiment, the
system 10 includes a merchant system 12, and this merchant
system 12 is provided with a network interface 14 and a
communications system 16. Similarly, the system 10 includes
an intermediate server system 18, which has a data storage
system 20 and a communications system 22. This arrange
ment and interaction is illustrated in FIG. 1.

0026. The merchant system 12, and in particular the net
work interface 14 of the merchant system 12, is programmed
or otherwise configured to present content 24 to the user U.
interact with the user U, accept input data 26 from the user U.
etc. Further, and as is known in the art, the communications

system 16 facilitates the receipt, processing and transmission
of data. Of course, it is also envisioned that the network

interface 14 that serves content 24 to the user U and accepts
input data from the userU may be provided by the interme
diate server system 12 directly to the user U (bypassing the
merchant system 12). Similarly, this network interface 14
may be provided to the user from the credit issuer or other
system directly to the user U or through the intermediate
server system 12.
0027. The intermediate server system 18 is in communi
cation with the merchant system 12. The data storage system
20 of the intermediate server system 18 allows for the storage
of data transmitted to the intermediate server system 18. In
addition, and as discussed above in connection with the com

munications system 16 of the merchant system, the commu
nications system 22 of the intermediate server system 18 also
facilitates the receipt, processing and transmission of data.
Accordingly, the communications systems 16, 22 allow for
the appropriate communication of data between the merchant
system 12 and the intermediate server system 18. Any means
of communication is envisioned, and wireless platforms are
used when the present invention is operating in the networked
environment N. For example the communications may be
over a network, over the Internet, over a networked system of
computers, over a virtual private network, secured communi
cations, etc. Any effective manner of transmitting, processing
and receiving data is envisioned.
0028. In operation, the user U engages with the merchant
system 12 via the network interface 14. The network interface
14 may be interactive, thereby allowing content 24 to be
displayed to the user U, as well as accepting input data 26
from the userU. This content 24 may take many forms. In one
preferred embodiment, the content 24 presented to the user
includes: terms relating to a credit product; conditions relat
ing to a credit product; card member agreement data; credit
product offer data; credit issuer data; application data; credit
issuer description data, credit product description data; expla
nation data; advertisement data; promotional data; banner
data; hyperlink data; transactional data; checkout data; user
data; credit issuer data; merchant data; authorization data;
permission data, payment data; transaction-specific data;
identification data; network data; processing data; settlement
data payment data, etc. Accordingly, the content 24 presented
to the user U may take a variety of forms that allow for the
Successful interaction and transaction between the user U, the

merchant system 12, a credit issuer or some other network
system in the networked environment N, e.g., the payment
process (as discussed hereinafter).
0029. As illustrated in the preferred and non-limiting
embodiment of FIG. 2, the user U engages with or otherwise
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operates a computer 28, which includes a presentation device
30, Such as a computer monitor and the like. Accordingly, the
network interface 14 is providing content 24 to the user U on
the presentation device 30. Further, in this embodiment, the
merchant system 12 is in the form of an online location or
website that either presents or distributes the content 24 to the
user U on the user's presentation device 30.
0030. In addition, and as illustrated in FIG. 2, the user U
provides input data 26 to the computer 28, and this input data
26 is saved on a data storage system 32 of the merchant
system 12. In addition, this input data 2.6 may also be pro
vided directly to the data storage system 20 of the intermedi
ate server system 18. Still further, this input data 26 may be
transmitted directly from the merchant system 12 to another
system, e.g., a credit issuer, a payment company, an electronic
payment company, a third-party data collection system, etc.
In addition, the input data 26 may be routed through the
intermediate server system 12 to another system for storage.
In a still further embodiment, the input data 26 of the user U
is transmitted directly to the intermediate server system 12 or
Some other system, e.g., the credit issuer System.
0031. The content 24 in one embodiment is transmitted
from the intermediate server system 18 to the merchant sys
tem 12, and this content 24 is then served and presented to the
user U directly by the merchant system 12 on the user's
presentation device 30. Further, this content 24 may be trans
mitted on a periodic basis, a dynamic basis, a request basis,
etc. This means that the content 24 may be transmitted to the
data storage system32 of the merchant system 12 on some set
basis, as the content 24 changes and/or when the merchant
system 12 requests this content 24. Accordingly, in this
embodiment, the content 24 is stored on the merchant system
12.

0032. In order to ensure the integrity of the content 24
provided from the intermediate server system 18 to the mer
chant system 12, this content 24 (or data) may be updated,
modified, certified, deleted and/or monitored by the interme
diate server system 18, or alternatively by some other system,
e.g., the payment processor, the credit issuer, a third-party
application service provider, etc. Accordingly, the intermedi
ate server system 18 is capable of monitoring the content 24
resident on the data storage system 20 of the merchant system
12, and can thus ensure that this content 24 provided to the
user U is appropriate and fully accurate.
0033. In another preferred and non-limiting embodiment,
and as also illustrated in FIG. 2, the content 24 may be simply
referenced by the merchant system 12 at a location on the
intermediate server system 18, in particular, at a specified
location on the data storage system 20 of the intermediate
server system 18. In this manner, the content 24 would be
served by the intermediate server system 18 directly to the
user U on the user's presentation device 30, such as on the
network interface 14 or in some other similar manner. Still

further, the userU may be redirected to an intermediate server
system interface 34. As with the network interface 14 of the
merchant system 12, in this embodiment, the intermediate
server system interface 34 would also be programmed or
configured to present content 24 to the user U, interact with
the user U, accept input data 26 from the user U, etc.
0034. When the merchant system 12 either references the
content 24 on the intermediate server system 18, or uses the
intermediate server system interface 34 to receive the content
24, as discussed above, this content 24 may be updated on a
periodic basis, dynamic basis, request basis, etc. In particular,
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this content 24 would be updated on the data storage system
20 of the intermediate server system 18 by some third-party
control system, referred to as a central system 36. Therefore,
the central system 36 maintains ultimate control over data
integrity, as well as the makeup and accuracy of the content 24
provided to the user U.
0035. In addition, such arrangement is especially useful
when multiple intermediate server systems 18 are used for
distributing this content 24 to a large number and wide variety
of users U. All of the individual intermediate server systems
18 may also be in communication with each other via the
communications system 22, or may only be in communica
tion with the central system 36. In either case, the user U is
provided with the relevant content 24 through the most appro
priate intermediate server system 18, e.g., the nearest loca
tion, the fastest connection, etc. In addition, Such an arrange
ment allows for the utmost control of the content 24. As

discussed, and in one preferred embodiment, the content 24 is
displayed in response to a user-selected hyperlink presented
on a page of a merchant online location, e.g., a website, etc.
0036. As discussed above, the presently-invented system
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or stored within the merchant's system (no chance for data
breach), and low cost of implementation, i.e., this distributed
content model in used by retailers by distributing the payment
interface onto an existing, distributed and global platform.
0039. The present system 10 is particularly useful in con
nection with commercial transactions. Accordingly, the mer
chant system 12 (and/or the user U) transmits transactional
data 38 to the intermediate server system 18. The intermediate
server system 18 is programmed or configured to receive,
process and/or transmit this transactional data 38 to other
systems in the networked environment N. While the transac
tional data 38 may take many forms and formats, in one
embodiment, the transactional data 38 may include user data,
credit issuer data, merchant data, authorization data, payment
data, transaction-specific data, identification data, network
data, processing data, settlement data, etc. Accordingly, the
transactional data 38 generated by the user U, the merchant,
the credit issuer, etc. is transmitted over and distributed over

is useful in connection with credit-based and debit-based

the distributed system 10 of the present invention, specifically
through the intermediate server systems 18.
0040. As discussed above in connection with the prior art,
there exists many payment processors, which serve to facili

transactions, such as in an online, networked environment N.

tate credit-based or debit-based transactions between users U

In some instances, the credit issuer (or payment company)
must mediate the transactions that utilize the credit issuer's

credit products, and this mediation requires some direct path
between the merchant system 12 and the credit issuer. This
mediation often leads to the various drawbacks discussed

above. To overcome these drawbacks, and as previously dis
cussed, the presently-invented system 10 serves to leverage
the merchant's existing investment in distributed content 24
delivery by extending the use of the existing merchant content
24 delivery infrastructure, and by allowing it to also serve as
a direct connection into the credit issuer for the customer or
user U.

0037 According to the prior art, the merchant may distrib
ute their content throughout a global network of web servers
maintained by a network provider. When a user accesses the
merchant's content, they are automatically routed to the clos
est web server to their personal computer, and therefore, the
speed of delivery is maximized, and the customer experience
is enhanced. Another benefit to the merchant is that this

distributed system reduces the merchant's need to design
their internal server capacity to handle peaks in usage.
Because a portion of the shopping experience is offloaded to
the distributed network, there is no need for the merchant to

Support this portion of the usage with internal resources.
Should the customer fill the shopping cart and make a pur
chase, the user is transferred to the merchant's secure servers

and the purchase is completed
0038. As discussed above, the presently-invented system
10 enhances this distributed content concept to serve as the
platform for the payment step of the merchant's checkout
process. According to the present invention, the content deliv
ery system (intermediate server system 18) delivers the
appropriate web forms to complete the checkout process, i.e.,
the forms associated with the permission step of the transac
tion, and the user information is sent directly to the credit
issuer, where it is further separated into useable data sets (as
discussed hereinafter), and further routed to a payment pro
cessor and the credit issuer's internal processing platform.
The advantages to the merchant and credit issuer using this
Solution include enhanced security, as customer personal
information and authentication credentials are not collected

and merchants using a credit or debit product of an issuer. In
particular, the payment processors have payment processor
systems 40 that serve to dictate the form and format of the
transactional data 38 provided to the payment processor sys
tem 40 for use in consummating these credit-based or debit
based transactions. However, as seen in FIG. 3, by using the
intermediate server System 18, the payment processor System
40 is dis-intermediated from the merchant system 12.
0041. In particular, and in one preferred and non-limiting
embodiment, the transactional data 38 is provided by the user
U to the merchant system 12 via the computer 28. This trans
actional data 38 includes a plurality of data points 42, which
are provided to the intermediate server system 18 by the
merchant system 12. However, in operation, the intermediate
server system 18 may transmit only a portion of the transac
tional data 38, i.e., only certain data points 42, to the payment
processor System 40 for use in completing the transaction,
Such as accepting requests and providing authorization. Still
further, this portion of transactional data 38 provided to the
payment processor System 40 may be placed in or formatted
in a predetermined manner prior to transmission to the pay
ment processor system 40. Therefore, the payment processor
system 40 still receives the appropriate transactional data 38
in the appropriate form and format for completing the credit
based or debit-based transaction. Further, the payment pro
cessor System 40 is capable of transmitting transactional data
38 through the intermediate server system 18, the merchant
system 12, etc. In this manner, the credit-based or debit-based
transaction is appropriately completed.
0042. Inafurther embodiment, and as illustrated in FIG.3,
the system 10 may also include a credit issuer system 44. This
credit issuer system 44 is capable of receiving, processing
and/or transmitting data, and the intermediate server system
18 is in communication with the credit issuer system 44
within the networked environment N. In particular, the inter
mediate server system 18 and credit issuer system 44 are
capable of communicating appropriate transactional data 38
therebetween.

0043. In this embodiment, this transactional data 38 may
include input data 26, userU data, credit issuer data, merchant
data, authorization data, payment data, transaction-specific
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data, identification data, network data, processing data, settle
ment data, etc. In the preferred embodiment of FIG. 3, all of
the data points 42, i.e., all of the transaction data 38, is
communicated by the intermediate server system 18 to the
credit issuer system 44. Therefore, while only a portion of this
transactional data 38 is provided to the payment processor
system 40, all data is provided to the credit issuer system 44.
In a still further embodiment, only a portion of the data points
42 is transmitted to the credit issuer system, and the full set of
transaction data is built by the intermediate server system 12
using the data returned from the credit issuer System 44 and
the payment processor System 40.
0044. After processing the data (such as authorizing the
credit-based transaction), the payment processor System 40
may provide appropriate transactional data 38, e.g., fulfill
ment, payment or settlement data, directly to the credit issuer
system 44 or to the credit issuer system 44 via the intermedi
ate server system 18. Once either the intermediate server
system 18 and/or the credit issuer system 44 receives the
transactional data 38 from the payment processor System 40,
this data is recombined or otherwise matched with the appro
priate and full set of transactional data 38. Either one or both
of the intermediate server system 18 and the credit issuer
system 44 may include the appropriate algorithms to match
the transactions and ensure full integration of the data points
42 received from all systems 12, 18, 40, 44. Accordingly, all
of the relevant systems are receiving the appropriate data in
the appropriate form and format based upon the seamless
communication and operating features of the presently-in
venited system 10.
0045. In one specific example of this “disintermediation'
of the payment processor System 40, an example of some data
that the payment processor System 40 does not desire to
receive or use would be small business data, gift card infor
mation, enumeration data, loyalty information, new con
Sumer data, etc. Therefore, while such transactional data 38

may be useful to the credit issuer or merchant, only a small
portion related to the specific transaction is of interest to the
payment processor system 40. Therefore, the entire set of
transactional data is analyzed by the intermediate server sys
tem 18, and only a portion extracted for communication to the
payment processor System 40.
0046. In one example, the full data set (100%) of transac
tional data 38 is sent to the intermediate server system 18. The
intermediate server system 18 then analyzes this transactional
data 38 and extracts a partial set (60%), which includes data
required by the payment processor system 40. This partial set
of data (60%) is appropriately formatted and forwarded to the
payment processor system 40, while the full data set (100%)
is sent to the credit issuer system 44. The payment processor
system 40 receives the formatted data (60%), which would
appear to be a processing request from the merchant via the
credit issuer. The payment processor system 40 would then
authorize the transaction and send the authorization to the

credit issuer system 44 based upon the partial data set (60%).
The credit issuer system 44 could then match the partial data
set (60%) with the full data set (100%) on a transaction-by
transaction basis, and the full transaction would then be

authorized, appended and communicated back to the mer
chant. In this manner, the commercial transaction, and spe
cifically a credit-based or debit-based commercial transac
tion, is appropriately facilitated and all parties are able to use
a variety of desired data points 42, while receiving only
specified data points 42 needed to process the transaction.
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0047. In another example of the presently-invented system
10, and according to the prior art, it has been recognized that
all present electronic payment options Supported by the pay
ment processors application programming interfaces (API)
were composed of two parts: a permission transaction loop
and a financial settlement transaction loop. The permission
loop is defined by a message that contains an account or
customer identifier, a merchant identifier, a transaction

amount, a transaction date, a payment type and a permission
or approval code. These fields are core to all payment types
and always occur within the permission transaction loop. The
financial settlement transaction loop is defined by a message

that contains an account identifier, merchant identifier, a

transaction amount, a transaction date, a payment type, a
permission or approval code and a description field. Since
these two parts are present for all payment options, they are
referred to as a common feature data set, which represents the
portion of the API that is constant across all payment options
within a payment processor's API.
0048. There exists a second part of the payment option
API, which may be referred to as a variable feature data set.
This portion of the API represents the features of the payment
option that are unique to a specific payment option. The
variable feature data set represents the specifics of the pay
ment method within the API. For example, a CVV code in a
Visa authorization is Visa's specific implementation of a
device authentication code that is unique to their payment
option. Similarly, a PIN code in a debit card transaction is a
user authentication code specific to the debit card authoriza
tion transaction. Separation of the payment processor API
into a common feature data set and a variable feature data set

creates the opportunity to abstract the variable feature data set
from the payment processor API, and minimize or even elimi
nate the need for the payment processor to make significant
changes to Support a new payment option by limiting the
payment processor's role to handling the common feature
data set only. Accordingly, the present invention allows for a
significantly faster delivery and implementation of new pay
ment options, at a far lower cost to the credit issuer.
0049. In another embodiment, the credit issuer system 44
and/or the intermediate server system 18 may be provided
with additional functionality in order to facilitate the transac
tion. For example, Such functions may include authenticating
the user U, Verifying the user U, approving or denying a user
U application, Verifying a transaction, processing user data,
processing merchant data, processing credit (or debit) issuer
data, processing transactional data 38, processing credit or
debit product data, etc. Therefore, a full range of functionality
is provided to facilitate and transact a variety of credit-based
or debit-based transactions.

0050. As discussed above, the merchant system 12 may
take many forms. For example, the merchant system 12 may
be an online location, a merchant web page, a merchant call
center, a merchant settlement system, etc. In any case, the
merchant system 12 is in communication with the intermedi
ate server system 18, and may also be in communication with
the payment processor System 40 and credit issuer system 44.
In addition, the above-discussed content 24 may be presented
or provided to the user Uprior to a transaction, during the
transaction or after the transaction. Still further, the content

24 may be presented to the user U in a variety of forms. For
example, this content 24 may be presented in the form of a
web page, an electronic document, a window, a pop-up win
dow, etc. In any of these forms, various transactional data 38.
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data points 42 (or fields), content 24 or other information or
data is provided to the user U.
0051. As discussed, the network interface 14 of the mer
chant system 12 may be presented to the user U on the pre
sentation device 30 of the user U. In addition, this network

interface 14 (or the intermediate server system interface 34)
may be interactive, such that a variety of data fields and points
may be displayed to the user U, and the input data 26
accepted.
0052. In one embodiment, the content 24 presented to the
userU may be interest rate data, credit limit data, purchase
data, charge data, cost data, expense data, annual fee data,
interest accrual data, statement data, account data, fund

advancement data, transfer data, delinquency data, payment
term data, account review data, credit product data, credit
issuer data, contract data, liability data, certification data,
privacy data, personal information use data, collected infor
mation data, consent data, foreign data, access data, online
service data, phone service data, liability data, representation
data, warranty data, termination data, indemnity data, term
variation data, communication data, assignment data, rights
data, governing law data, or any combination thereof.
0053. In addition, in this embodiment, the input data 26
may include user identification, a PIN, a name, a consumer
key, a consumer identification, an account number, an
address, a city, a state, a Zip code, a country, a telephone
number, an e-mail address, a Social security number, a date of
birth, the merchant's name, an identification, an order num
ber, an authorization number, an authorization time, an autho

rization amount, a ship-to address, a bill-to address, a trans
action amount, a consumer purchase demographic, a
transaction date, a transaction type, a product identification, a
service identification, shipping costs, delivery type, con
Sumer type, a company identity, a merchant identity, previous
transaction data, geographical data, credit account data,
bankcardbalance data, delinquency data, credit segment data,
previous transaction data, time between transactions data,
previous transaction amount, previous transaction approval
status, previous transaction time stamp data, a response code,
consumer payment method, consumer payment history, con
Sumer account history, consumer credit account balance,
income data, family data, employment data, relationship data,
expense data, application data, acknowledgement data, selec
tion data, choice data, or any combination thereof.
0054. In many instances, the central system 36 (typically
in the form of the credit issuer system 44) may already have
on hand specific data that can be used to pre-populate various
screens or input fields of the userU at the network interface 14
and/or intermediate server System interface 34. Accordingly,
Such data may be stored at the credit issuer system, or other
wise stored on the data storage system 20 of the intermediate
server system 18. Therefore, the user U would not need to
continually retype his or her information into the appropriate
interface 14, 34, and instead, the data would be pre-populated
to the extent possible.
0055. In another preferred and non-limiting embodiment,
the content 24 is in the form of an offer of one or more credit

products to the user U. In this embodiment, the input data 26
may be directed to this offer. Therefore, the user U is pre
sented with: terms of the credit product; conditions of the
credit product; an account agreement; explanation data; pro
motional data, etc. For example, the userU may choose to use
a specific credit product that he or she does not currently own,
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Such that an application for this credit product is provided to
the user U on the network interface 14 and/or intermediate

server system interface 34.
0056. Accordingly, and as discussed above, all the data
relating to the application, the terms, the conditions, etc. are
provided to the user U either by the merchant system 12, the
intermediate server system 18, or some reference or hyperlink
between the systems 12, 18. This will ensure that the most
appropriate application, terms, conditions, card member
agreement, explanation data, promotional data, etc. is pro
vided to the user U, and this data is up-to-date and applicable.
This further allows the credit issuer system 44 to be in control
of this information and data, which ensures data integrity.
Therefore, this process and system 10 increases merchant/
creditor trust, reduces redundancy, etc. In particular, this goal
is achieved through the intermediate and established network
of servers or server system 18 capable of serving the appro
priate content 24, serving web forms, serving dynamic terms
and conditions, serving checkout information, etc.
0057. In one embodiment, the input data 26 provided by
the userU may include acknowledgement data from the user
U, and further content 24 provided to the user U is a credit
product application. Next, the user Uprovides input data 26 in
the form of application input data, which is transmitted to the
intermediate server system 18 and/or the credit issuer system
44. Once received, the intermediate server system 18 and/or
credit issuer system 44 is programmed or configured to
approve or deny an application by the user U for the credit
product based at least in part upon the input data 26 provided
by the user U. If approved, an account may be opened and
established for the user U for the credit product of the credit
issuer, and, if denied, denial data may be transmitted to the
user U. Due to the dynamic nature of this process, the user U
may use the approved credit product in connection with the
transaction that may already be underway. In making the
decision of whether to approve or deny the application for the
credit product, consumer risk data may be determined based
upon the input data 26 of the user U, the acknowledgment
data, the application input data, etc.
0058. One specific example of the system 10 of the present
invention is illustrated in FIG. 4. Specifically, a variety of
merchant integration options are provided in the system 10.
For example, the content 24 may be downloaded to and
served by the merchant system 12. Also, the content 24 may
be referenced by the merchant system 12, but directly served
to the user U by the intermediate server system 18. With
respect to authorization of transactions, the merchant system
12 may send authorization messages directly to the interme
diate server system 18. Still further, the merchant system 12
may send authorization messages to the intermediate server
system 18 for specific transactions, and redirect the userU to
the intermediate server system 18 for other types of transac
tions.

0059 For example, in one embodiment, the merchant sys
tem 12 includes a merchant online location 46, a merchant

call center 48 and a merchant fulfillment system 50. In one
variation, both the merchant online location 46 and the mer

chant call center 48 send or transmit authorization requests to
the intermediate server system 18, which is in communication
with the payment processor system 40. The payment proces
sor System 40 is in communication with the credit issuer
system 44. After authorization is provided, these authorized
orders are communicated from the merchant online location
46 and the merchant call center 48 to the merchant fulfillment
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system 50, which provides settlement requests either to the
intermediate server system 18 or directly to the payment
processor System 40. Finally, the payment processor system
40 funds the transaction with a communication to the mer

chant fulfillment system 50.
0060. In another level of integration, specific content 24 is
downloaded by the merchant system 12 from the data storage
system 20 of the intermediate server system 18. This content
24 is served directly to the user U (i.e., at the network inter
face 14 on the user's browser). Alternatively, the content 24
may be provided directly from the data storage system 20 of
the intermediate server system 18 to the user U. One benefit of
Such interaction is that the merchant does not need to handle

any type of consumer regulatory updates. For redirection
purposes, the merchant system 12 will be provided with the
appropriate URLs for the web content 24, such as the terms
and conditions, a What Is?Section, FAQs, banners, logos, etc.
The merchant system 12 would reference these URLs or
establish a process to refresh the content 24 during some
periodic maintenance window.
0061 Inafurther level of integration, the merchant system
12 directly references web content 24 on the intermediate
server system 18, and further, sends authorization requests as
messages to the intermediate server system 18. However,
settlement and funding still occurs directly between the mer
chant fulfillment system 50 and the payment processor sys
tem. 40. Accordingly, merchants will create web services
requests to the intermediate server system 1.8 for authoriza
tions in both the merchant online location 46 and the mer

chant call center 48, as well as for re-authorizations. The

intermediate server system 18 would act as the “submitter on
behalf of the merchant to the payment processor system 40.
0062. In yet another level of integration, and as also illus
trated in FIG. 4, the merchant system 12 references web
content 24 on the intermediate server system 18, and is also
sending authorization requests from the merchant call center
48 as messages to the intermediate server system 18. Still
further, users U are redirected from the merchant system 12
directly to pages hosted on the intermediate server system 18,
Such as in the form of an intermediate server system interface
34. Again, all settlement and funding occurs directly between
the merchant fulfillment system 50 and the payment proces
sor system 40. Such integration provides a fully optimized
transactional experience to the user U. In addition, the mer
chant system 12 does not need to handle any additional and
ancillary transactional data 38. The merchants would not
need to build any specific interfaces or pages, as all of this
information is provided directly from the intermediate server
system 18. In addition, this reduces the compliance checking
process and time at the merchant system 12, as the interme
diate server system 18 acts as the “submitter for the mer
chant to the payment processor system 40. Of course, the
merchant call center 48 may also interact directly with the
payment processor System 40, as opposed to acting through
the intermediate server system 18.
0063. In another example of a commercial transaction
occurring through the system 10, the system 10 is also useful
in connection with a first-time userU that is shopping anony
mously. First, the merchant communicates user U and order
information to the intermediate server system 18 using a
pc-request web service call. The intermediate server system
18 validates the user U and order data and returns a URL to

redirect the userU to a hosted page of the intermediate server
system 18. The user U is redirected to a hosted page (or the
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intermediate server system interface 34) on the intermediate
server system 18, where the user U enters authentication
information and data, completes any required fields that have
not been pre-populated or otherwise enters the appropriate
input data 26. The userU then selects to process the transac
tion. The intermediate server system 18 captures the authen
tication information and any other required information, pro
cesses the authorization request and communicates with the
payment processor system 40. The user U will then be redi
rected to one of multiple URLs provided by the merchant in
the pc-request depending upon its success or failure of the
authorization. After the user U is redirected to a “success'

URL, the merchant system 12 will use the pc-status call to
capture the authorization response details for settlement.
Accordingly, the merchant system 12 requests and records
authorization responses for use in settlement processing, and
the intermediate server system 18 returns status responses,
which include account numbers and authorization codes for

use in this settlement processing procedure.
0064. Another example of the presently-invented system
10 is usable for non-web-enabled systems (e.g., merchant call
center 48 and merchant fulfillment system 50), as well as for
returning authenticated web users U. The merchant system 12
uses the pc-request with a “process' action code to post the
userU and order data to the intermediate server system 18, as
well as process any authorization request. The intermediate
server system 18 will automatically provide the authorization
responses back to the merchant system 12. In this example,
the process request transmitted from the merchant system 12
would include the purchase amount, the account number,
information about the customer, date of birth, the last four
digits of the Social security number, merchant customer type,
bill-to name/address, ship-to name/address, e-mail address,
telephone number, IP address, etc. In addition, information
about the transaction, such as shipping costs, product type
and channels, would also be included. The response from the
intermediate server system 18 would be in the form of a
standard credit card response, and utilize standard response
codes and authorization control codes. In addition, the actual

16-digit account number would also be transmitted.
0065. The authorization requests and messages may take a
variety of forms and formats. For example, a merchant order
number may be set and used during the Submission process.
This merchant order number would carry through to the inter
mediate server system 18 and the payment processor system
40. In addition, the merchant order number may be useful in
communication with the credit issuer System 44 regarding the
transaction. Still further, this merchant order number can be
used for authorization add-ons, where a user U contacts the

merchant after an order has been placed to add additional
items to the order.

0066. A set of business rules may be used to optimize the
performance of the intermediate server system 18, as well as
the overall system 10. In particular, three different web ser
Vice calls may be used in connection with authorizations and
status. The pc-request call with the action code of “set allows
the merchant to post the user U and order information. A
pc-commit call allows the merchant to request that the infor
mation in the pc-request call now be processed for an autho
rization. The pc-request call with an action code of “process'
allows the merchant to submit the user U and order informa

tion and process the request for the authorization in the same
transaction. A pc-status call may be used by the merchant for
requesting the current status of an authorization request that
has already been processed. For example, Table 1 illustrates
various standard fields used in connection with the pc-request
function.
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TABLE 1.

Required based on
Field Name

action-code

Format

PC Usage

Standard fields which could be passed on all pc-request transactions
regardless of Method of Paymen
pc-version
method-of-payment

ALL
ALL

A/N(8)
A/N(2)

SystemVersion. Defined value
Method of Payment = BL, PA or
BB to be use by Payment

product-type

ALL

A/N(2)

“BL for BML, “PA for

Processor.

Preferred account or “BB” for
Business Products

production-indicator

ALL

A/N(5)

TRUEFALSE. Used to verify
transaction environment
destination. Must use

corresponding URLS
Simple key to identify merchant
could be first 10 digits of MD
with leading O's. Defined value

merchant-group-id

ALL

N(10)

action-code
Sub-action
pc-Success-url

ALL
ALL
SET

A/N(20)
A/N(20)
A/N(200)

SET PROCESS
Constant - AUTH
Used to redirect customer if
authorization was Successful.

pc-failure-url

SET

A/N(200)

Used to redirect customer if

Merchant generated.
authorization was not successful.

Will usually be the payment
option selection page. Merchant
generated.

pc-interim-url

Optional (See PC
Usage)

A/N(200)

Used to specify interim pages for
certain processing approaches
Such as a confirmation page.
Merchant generated.

pc-error-url

SET

A/N(200)

Osed to redirect customer before

he input screen is presented if an
error condition is detected.

Merchant generated.
pc-update-info-url

Optional (See PC

A/N(200)

Osed to redirect the customer if

pc-choose-other-mop- SET
url

A/N(200

hey choose to update their
address on the hosted page.
Merchant generated.
Used to specify the redirect if the
customer chooses to go back to
he payment options screen while
sitting on the page. Merchant
generated.

pc-favicon-url

Optional (See PC
Usage)
Optional (See PC
Usage)

A/N(200)

Optional (See PC

N(1)

Usage)

pc-css-stylesheet-url
soft-error-threshold

A/N(200)

Usage)

Allows merchant to override the
default of count of 3 for soft
errors to allow customers to

payment-division

ALL

N(10)

resubmit failed PC app.
This is the Payment Processor

pc-merchant-id

ALL

N(15)

Value used for Pricing, Terms,
Merchant Settings. Defined

merchant-ordernumber

Optional (See PC
Usage)

A/N(22)

customerauthenticated-bymerchant
account-number

Optional (See PC
Usage)

A/N(5)

Optional (See PC
Usage)

N(16)

Division.

value.

A unique customer order number
that is typically used for
reconciliation purposes. (NOTE:
Will be generated by PC if left
blank), Merchant generated.
TRUEFALSE Flag that
customer has logged into the
merchant site Successfully.
Merchant can pass the Account
number if they have it. The
merchant should pass a blank if
they do not have it and the default
account will be generated by PC.
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TABLE 1-continued
Field Name

Required based on
action-code

Format

authorization-amount

PC Usage
Total amount of authorization

including shipping and handling,
taxes and special fees. Grand
total for the order.
channel-indicator

A/N(1)

W. Web, C Call Center,
M-Mail, R-Retail, O Other.
Web is default. Use Other for

reauth only.
bank-office-indicator

A/N(5)

term-and-conditions
code

N(5)

customer-registration
date

Date
YYYY-MM
DD

delivery-method

A/N(3)

TRUEFALSE should be TRUE
on authorizations that are sent

rom fulfillment system.
Merchant will pass one of two
values based on the sales channel.
Defined value.

Customer original registration
date. If not registered or new to
he site, use the current date.
(ndicates how the majority of the
product in the order was
delivered. Valid values are:

PHY Physical, DIG-Digital,
SVC-Service, CNC Cash and
shipping-amount
st-equals-bt-name
indicator
ship-to-name

O ptiona (See PC

USage)
Optional
USage)
O ptiona
USage)

Required if PHY delivery

(See PC
(See PC

A/N(30)

Required if PHY delivery method
and ST = BT-Name-Indicator not

equal TRUE
st-equals-bt-name

ptiona

indicator
ship-to-name

Sage)
ptiona

Sage)

(See PC

A/N(5)

(See PC

A/N(30)

TRUEFALS E

Required if PHY delivery method
and ST = BT-Address-Indicator

not equal TRUE

st-equals-bt-address

ptiona

indicator
ship-to-address-1

Sage)
ptiona

Sage)
ship-to-address-2

iona

Sage)
ship-to-city
ship-to-state

(See PC

A/N(5)

(See PC

A/N(30)

(See PC

A/N(30)

HY elivery method
A.d ress-Indicator

y elivery method
y elivery method
y elivery method

A.d ress-Indicator

Optional (See PC
USage)

A/N(30)

Optional

A/N(30)

Usage)

TR UEFA S E

(See PC

A.d ress-Indicator

8

S T BT -Ad ress-Indicator
ed l 8. R U E
erritories use
:

lO

800

abbrevia

ship-to-postal-code
ship-to-country
ship-to-phone

Required if PH

Optional (See PC
Usage)

A/N(30)

Optional (See PC
Usage)

A/N(2)

not equal TRU
Required if PH

PROCESS

A/N(14)

and ST = BTA ress-Indicator
not equal TRU E
AAAEEENNNNXXXX where

elivery method

and ST = BTA ress-Indicator

elivery method

A = Area code, E = Exchange,
N = Number. An extension number
XXXX can be passed or leave it
blank.

customer-ip-address

PROCESS

A/N(15)

Customer's IP Address. (NOTE:
this should be blank if

authorization is originating from
the Call Center or Retail
channels.

alternate-ip-address

Optional (See PC
Usage)

A/N(15)

This may be required in certain
C8SCS.
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TABLE 1-continued
Required based on
Field Name

action-code

Format

PC Usage

customer-type

ALL

A/N(1)

Indicator of whether the customer

is a new or returning customer for
the merchant. Values:
N - New to the merchant

E - Existing customer at the
merchant

item-category

General categorization of the
most expensive extended item
cost in the shopping basket

N(4)

pre-approval
invitation-number

mag-stripe-data
virtual-authentication

key
expiration-date
merchant

promotional-code
merchant-reference-id

split-tender-indicator

Optional (See PC
Usage)

N(16)

Optional (See PC
Usage)
Optional (See PC
Usage)
Optional (See PC
Usage)
Optional (See PC
Usage)
Optional (See PC
Usage)

A/N(39)

Optional (See PC
Usage)

Ose used when the order has been

pre-approved, either intenally or
externally
Data from magnetic card stripe
Security code from card - such as

N(4)

CCV
MMYYYY

Expiration date from card

A/N(4)

For future use

A/N(22)

Transaction reference ID set by

A/N(5)

he merchant and echoed back on
he response.
TRUEFALSE. Used to indicate

hat there is a split payment on
his authorization.

Preferred Account Fields
bill-to-name
bill-to-address-1
bill-to-address-2

bill-to-city

ALL
ALL

Optional (See PC
Usage)
ALL
ALL

bill-to-state

A/N(60)
A/N(30)
A/N(30)
A/N(30)
A/N(30)

bill-to-postal-code

A/N(30)

bill-to-country

A/N(2)
AN(50

bill-to-email-address

For US states and territories use
standard two character
abbreviation.

Bill to zip code. Left justify,
space fill.
This field is required by BML for
all web transactions and should

be requested in all call center
transactions if possible.

bill-to-phone

A/N(10)

Use format
AAAEEENNNN where A = Area

code, E = Exchange, N = Number.
Do not capture or pass an
bill-to-SSn

PROCESS

bill-to-date-of-birth

PROCESS

extension number
Last four for MOP
Full for SSN for PAMOP

Pre-fill with leading Zeros if only
sending last four
Date
YYYY-MM
DD

Preferred Account Only Fields - The values below should be sent if
already known by the merchant
work-phone

PROCESS

A/N(14)

AAAEEENNNNXXXX where

A = Area code, E = Exchange,
N = Number. An extension number

XXXX can be passed or leave it
blank.

employer-name
annual-income
currency-name
residence-status

years-at-residence
years-at-employer
checking-account

PROCESS
PROCESS
PROCESS
PROCESS
PROCESS
PROCESS
PROCESS

A/N(20)
N(8)v2
A/N(3)
A(1)
N(2)
N(2)
A/N(5)

PROCESS

A/N(5)

indicator

savings-account
indicator
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TABLE 1-continued
Required based on
Field Name

action-code

Format

secret-question-code

Optional (See PC
Usage)

A/N(2)

Secret-answer

Optional (See PC

A/N(25)

PC Usage

Usage)
Business-Level Only Fields - The values below should be sent if
already known by the merchant

business-legal-name

PROCESS

A/N(20)

dba-name
business-address-1

PROCESS
PROCESS

AN(35)
A/N(30)

business-address-2

A/N(30)

business-city

Optional (See PC
Usage column)
PROCESS

business-state

PROCESS

A/N(30)

business-postal-code

PROCESS

A/N(30)

business-main-

PROCESS

N(10)

A/N(30)
For US states and territories use
standard two character
abbreviation

telephone-number
user-id

PROCESS

AN(50)

pin

PROCESS

A/N(24)

administrator-name
administrator-phone

PROCESS
PROCESS

A/N(30)
N(14)

AAAEEENNNNXXXX where

A = Area code, E = Exchange,
N = Number. An extension number

XXXX can be passed or leave it
administrator-fax

PROCESS

N(14)

blank.
AAAEEENNNNXXXX where

A = Area code, E = Exchange,
N = Number. An extension number

XXXX can be passed or leave it
blank.

administrator-email
administrator-title

PROCESS
PROCESS

AN(50)
A/N(10)

Supervisor-name
Supervisor-email-

PROCESS
PROCESS

A/N(30)
AN(50)

PROCESS

A/N(9)

business-tax-id
business-naics-code

PROCESS
PROCESS

N(9)
A/N(6)

business-type

PROCESS

A/N(3)

address

business-d-and-bnumber

Company Type Field Includes:
Corporation
Partnership
Sole Proprietor
S Corp
LLC
LLP
Non-Profit
Government
School
Other

business-years-in-

PROCESS

A/N(3)

business

business-number-of-

O
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10+

PROCESS

A/N(3)

employees

O

1-5
6-20
21-100
101-2OO
201-800
800

pg-last-name

Optional (See PC

Usage)

AN(35)

All of the Personal Guarantor

information is required for Sole
Proprietorships and Partnerships
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TABLE 1-continued
Required based on
Field Name

action-code

Format

PC Usage

and may be requested based on
other factors

pg-first-name
pg-SSn

(See PC
E.iona
ge)
iona
PC
S8.

pg-dob

iona
S8.

pg-income-currency

ge)
ge)

iona

type

ge)

pg-annual-income

iona

ge)
pg-residence-status

iona

ge)
pg-checking-indicator

iona

ge)
pg-savings-indicator

iona

ge)
pg-years-at-employer

iona

ge)
pg-years-at-residence

iona

pg-home-address-1

iona

ge)
ge)
pg-home-address-2

iona

pg-home-city

iona

pg-home-state

iona

ge)
ge)
S8.

pg-home-postal-code

ge)

ptiona

Sage)
pg-email-address

ptiona
8.

pg-home-phone

ge)
O8.

number

Sage)

pg-title

ptiona

Usage)

(See

AN(35)
A/N(9)

(See

PC

Date

(See

PC

A/N(3)

(See

PC

N(8)v2

(See

PC

A(1)

(See

PC

A(1)

(See

PC

A(1)

(See

PC

N(2)

(See

PC

N(2)

(See

PC

A/N(30)

(See

PC

A/N(30)

(See

PC

A/N(30)

(See

PC

A/N(30)

(See

PC

A/N(30)

(See

PC

AN(50)

(See

PC

N(14)

(See

PC

A/N(10)

YYYY.MM.

For US states and territories use
standard two character
abbreviation

Required for Sole Proprietorships
and may be requested based on
other factors

Principal
Officer
CEO
CFO
President
Partner
NA

0067. As discussed, the pc-commit call is used when the
merchant wants to process a request that was previously Sub
mitted via the pc-request call with the “set action code. This
call may be used if the merchant has a confirmation screen
after the hosted page of the intermediate server system 18, but
does not want the authorization to get processed until the
customer or user U confirms the order on that page. The
various field names for the pc-commit call are illustrated in
Table 2.

TABLE 2

PayCapture Field
Name

Required

Format

PC Usage

pc-version
method-of-payment

ALL
ALL

A/N(8)
A/N(2)

System Version. Defined value
Method of Payment= BL, PA or
BB to be use by Payment
Processor
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TABLE 2-continued
PayCapture Field
Name

Required

Format

production-indicator

All

A/N(5)

PC Usage

TRUEFALSE. Used to verify
transaction environment
destination. Must use

merchant-group-id

ALL

A/N(10)
A/N(5)

corresponding URLS
Simple key to identify merchant
could be first 10 digits of MID

action-code

ALL

Sub-action

ALL

Constant = PROCESS

session-key

ALL

Long

Key to existing customer data for
operating in confirm mode (What
is passed)

COSle-SS

N

N(9)

Last four for MOP
Full for SSN for PAMOP

Auth, Pre-approve, Score

Pre-fill with leading Zeros if only
sending last four
consumer-dob

N

Date

term-and-conditions-

N

N(5)

ALL

A/N(15)

Defined Value

code

customer-ip-address

Customer's IP Address. (NOTE:
this should be blank if

authorization is originating from
the Call Center or Retail
channels.

0068 Finally, the pc-status request call is used when the
merchant needs to get the status of a processed authorization.
Normally, such a call is used by merchants to get the autho
rization response when the authorization is processed at the
intermediate server system 18. Table 3 illustrates the various
fields associated with the pc-status call.

TABLE 3-continued

Required

Format PC Usage

pc-version
method-ofpayment

ALL
ALL

A/N(8) SystemVersion. Defined value
A/N(2) Method of Payment= BL, PA or
BB to be use by Payment

production-

All

A/N(5) TRUEFALSE. Used to verify

Processor

indicator

transaction environment
destination. Must use

merchant-group- ALL
id

corresponding URLs.
A/N(10) Simple key to identify merchant
could be first 10 digits of MID

action-code
Sub-action

A/N(20) Constant = STATUS
Auth, Pre-approve, Score

ALL
ALL

Required

Format PC Usage

session-key

ALL

AN(16) Key to existing customer data
for operating in confirm mode

0069. After an authorization request is taken, the interme
diate server system 18 provides an authorization response to
the merchant system 12. In one embodiment, a specified
account number (e.g., of the credit issuer) should be appended
to the order, as well as in the profile of the userU. The account
number may be stored with the order in case re-authorization,
stand-loan credits or customer service inquiries are required.
In addition, the account number would be used in connection
with the customer profile for subsequent web purchases. If the
user U has a secure login to the merchant online location 46,
the merchant may take advantage of the “authenticated
authorization format to allow a one-click purchase process.
Table 4 illustrates the various fields that may be used in
connection with a variety of payment methods and for use in
authorizing the transaction.

TABLE 3
Field Name

Field Name

TABLE 4
Format

Field Name

Usage

Standard fields which could be returned on all pc-status-request
transactions regardless of Method of Payment
session-key

authorization-response

AN(16)
A/N(1)
A/N(200)
Long
A/N(6)
N(3)

code
authorization-Sub-code
account-number

N(3)
N(16)

system-status
response-text
authorization-id
authorization-code

Handle to customer data persisted on PC handler
Used to indicate if system is processing normally.
Internal use only
This required for settlement
Numeric value indicating approval or decline.
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TABLE 4-continued
Field Name

Format

Usage

merchant-order-number

AN(22)

merchant-reference-id

A/N(22)

A unique customer order number that is typically used
for reconciliation purposes. (NOTE: Will be generated
by PC if left blank), Merchant generated.
Transaction reference ID set by the merchant and
echoed back on the response

redirect-or-child-url

A/N(200)

Standard fields which could be returned for Preferred Accounts and

Business-Level Method of Payments
requested-amount

N(10).99

credit-line

N(10).99

approved-amount
approved-terms
processing-indicators
marketing-promotion

N(10).99
A/N(8)
A/N(8)
A/N(8)

address-indicator

A/N(4)

expiration-date

N(4)

0070 Finally, Table 5 illustrates various suggested
response codes and actions that the merchant should take for
each code.

TABLE 5

Response
Response
Code Description

Action Taken

Error Message

Operations Action

Default (if N/A
not listed

Return user to
Page, allow 3

Credit Issuer was
unable to authorize

Contact customer and

attempts to use

your transaction.

account before

Please verify you
have entered your
information correctly

below)

removing credit
product as an

100
547

Approved

option
Display “Thank
You' page

Address

Return user to

Verification

Page, allow 3

Credit Issuer was
unable to authorize

attempts to use

your transaction.

Failed

request another method
of payment. May
escalate to merchant

Support for possible
resolution

This would be an

upfront decline only.

credit product
Please verify you
before removing have entered your
credit issuer as an information correctly
option
S48

Not on

Return user to

Credit Issuer was

This would be an

Credit
Bureau

Page, allow 3
attempts to use

unable to authorize
your transaction.

upfront decline only.

credit product
Please verify you
before removing have entered your
credit issuer as

information correctly

an option

0071. As discussed above in detail, delivery of content 24
between the intermediate server system 18 and the merchant
system 12 may be in many different forms and formats. For
example, the content 24 may be referenced and provided to
the user U in the form of a pop-up window. By using this
referencing technique, the merchants are insulated from mak
ing the required changes to various documents due to regu
latory product changes. Two key files may be referenced by
the merchant system 12 at the intermediate server system 18,
including an informational window 52, which links from
various credit issuer System 44 or intermediate server system
18 links, text messages and banners. This file would contain a
description of the product, required disclosures and fre

quently ask questions. In this embodiment, the userU would
click on various banners 52 or text links 54, as illustrated in

FIG. 5. Again, the action of clicking on these banners 52 or
text links 54 may either present content 24 to the userU from
the merchant system 12 and/or the intermediate server system
18. Another key file would be the terms and conditions 56
offered for the credit product. Such content 24 would gener
ally be essentially served by the intermediate server system
18, which allows the content 24 to be managed on behalf of
the merchant.

0072 Depending upon what banner 52 or text link 54 is
activated by the user U, different versions will be provided
and served to the user U. For example, certain default content
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24 may be provided and displayed to the user U when pro
motional financing is not being offered. However, and
depending upon the banner 52 or text link 54, certain other
content 24 may be displayed to the user U when promotional
financing is available.
0073. In one implementation, the terms and conditions 56
are presented to the user U on a payment page 58. The terms
and conditions 56 may be presented in a variety of formats.
For example, an HTML version 60 may be presented to the
user U via text links 54, and a PDF version may be presented
to the user U upon activating a “printer friendly version' link
62. The links provided in this application or payment page
may utilize well-known e-sign and other acknowledgement
techniques. Activatingaphone orderlink 64 directs the userU
to the disclosure requirements for various phone orders. Such
as in a promotional financing informational window. Once
the user U agrees to the terms and conditions 56, he or she
would activated an agreement button 66, which would com
plete the order using the associated credit product.
0074. In this manner, the present invention provides a
distributed system 10 for commercial transactions, and is
particularly useful in connection with online and remote com
merce between consumers and merchants. The distributed

system 10 of the present invention provides content 24 to the
userU through the merchant system 12, and this content 24 is
provided to the merchant through the intermediate server
system 18. Alternatively, certain content 24 is provided
directly to the user U by the intermediate server system 18,
such as through the intermediate server system interface 34.
In addition, the present invention provides a system 10 that
facilitates credit-based and debit-based transactions between

a consumer, a merchant and a credit (or debit) issuer. Still
further, the content 24 provided to the user U is dynamic and
accurate. Still further, the system 10 of the present invention
provides an intermediary between the merchant system 12
and the payment processing system 40 and/or the credit issuer
system 44. Accordingly, the present invention is directed to a
distributed system 10 for commerce that provides secure
communications and facilitates transactions in an electronic,

online, telephone or other remote environment.
0075 Although the invention has been described in detail
for the purpose of illustration based on what is currently
considered to be the most practical and preferred embodi
ments, it is to be understood that such detail is solely for that
purpose and that the invention is not limited to the disclosed
embodiments, but, on the contrary, is intended to cover modi
fications and equivalent arrangements that are within the
spirit and scope of the appended claims. For example, it is to
be understood that the present invention contemplates that, to
the extent possible, one or more features of any embodiment
can be combined with one or more features of any other
embodiment.
The invention claimed is:

1. A distributed system for commerce, comprising:
(a) at least one merchant system, including a communica
tions system configured to receive data, process data,
transmit data or any combination thereof, and
(b) at least one intermediate server system in communica
tion with the at least one merchant system and config
ured to receive data therefrom, the at least one interme

diate server System including: (i) a data storage system
configured to store the data transmitted to the system;
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and (ii) a communications system configured to receive
data, process data, transmit data or any combination
thereof.

2. The system of claim 1, wherein the at least one merchant
system further comprises a network interface configured to:
present content to a user, interact with the user, accept input
data from the user or any combination thereof.
3. The system of claim 2, wherein the content presented to
the user comprises: terms relating to a credit product; condi
tions relating to a credit product; account agreement data;
credit product offer data; credit issuer data; application data;
credit issuer description data, credit product description data;
explanation data; advertisement data; promotional data; ban
ner data; hyperlink data; transactional data; checkout data;
user data; credit issuer data; merchant data; authorization

data; permission data; payment data; transaction-specific
data; identification data; network data; processing data;
settlement data payment data; or any combination thereof.
4. The system of claim 2, wherein the content is transmitted
from the intermediate server system to the merchant system,
and served and presented to the user by the merchant system.
5. The system of claim 4, wherein the content is transmitted
on a periodic basis, a dynamic basis, a request basis or any
combination thereof.

6. The system of claim 4, wherein the content is stored on
the merchant system.
7. The system of claim 6, wherein the content stored on the
merchant system is updated, modified, certified, deleted,
monitored or any combination thereof.
8. The system of claim 2, wherein the content is referenced
by the merchant system at the intermediate server system, and
served by the intermediate server system to the user.
9. The system of claim 2, wherein the user is redirected to
an intermediate server system interface configured to present
content to the user, interact with the user, accept input data
from the user or any combination thereof.
10. The system of claim 2, wherein the content is stored in
the data storage system of the intermediate server system, and
the content is updated on a periodic basis, dynamic basis,
request basis or any combination thereof.
11. The system of claim 2, wherein the content is displayed
in response to a user-selected hyperlink presented on a page
of a merchant online location.

12. The system of claim 2, wherein the content is presented
to the userprior to a transaction, during the transaction or after
the transaction.

13. The system of claim 2, wherein the content is presented
to the user in the form of a web page, an electronic document,
a window, a pop-up window or any combination thereof,
which displays at least one data field to the user.
14. The system of claim 2, wherein the content is presented
to the user as an interactive interface configured to display at
least one data field to the user and accept the user input.
15. The system of claim 2, wherein the content comprises
interestrate data, credit limit data, purchase data, charge data,
cost data, expense data, annual fee data, interest accrual data,
statement data, account data, fund advancement data, transfer

data, delinquency data, payment term data, account review
data, credit product data, credit issuer data, contract data,
liability data, certification data, privacy data, personal infor
mation use data, collected information data, consent data,

foreign data, access data, online service data, phone service
data, liability data, representation data, warranty data, termi
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nation data, indemnity data, term variation data, communica
tion data, assignment data, rights data, governing law data, or
any combination thereof.
16. The system of claim 2, wherein the input data com
prises a user identification, a PIN, a name, a consumer key, a
consumer identification, an account number, an address, a

city, a state, a Zip code, a country, a telephone number, an
e-mail address, a social security number, a date of birth, the
merchant's name, an identification, an order number, an
authorization number, an authorization time, an authorization

amount, a ship-to address, a bill-to address, a transaction
amount, a consumer purchase demographic, a transaction
date, a transaction type, a product identification, a service
identification, shipping costs, delivery type, consumer type, a
company identity, a merchant identity, previous transaction
data, geographical data, credit account data, bankcard bal
ance data, delinquency data, credit segment data, previous
transaction data, time between transactions data, previous
transaction amount, previous transaction approval status, pre
vious transaction time stamp data, a response code, consumer
payment method, consumer payment history, consumer
account history, consumer credit account balance, income
data, family data, employment data, relationship data,
expense data, application data, acknowledgement data, selec
tion data, choice data, or any combination thereof.
17. The system of claim 2, wherein at least a portion of the
content presented to the user is pre-populated with data.
18. The system of claim 2, wherein the content comprises
an offer of at least one credit product to the user and the input
data comprises data directed to the offer, wherein the user is
presented with (i) terms of the credit product; (ii) conditions
of the credit product; (iv) an account agreement; (V) explana
tion data; (vi) promotional data, or any combination thereof.
19. The system of claim 18, wherein the input data further
comprises acknowledgement data from the user, and further
content presented to the user is a credit product application.
20. The system of claim 18, wherein the user provides
application input data, which is transmitted to the intermedi
ate server system, a credit issuer system or any combination
thereof.

21. The system of claim 20, wherein the intermediate
server system, a credit issuer, a payment company, an elec
tronic payment company or any combination thereof, is con
figured to approve or deny an application by the user for the
credit product based at least in part upon the application input
data; wherein, if approved, an account is opened and estab
lished for the user for the credit product of the credit issuer:
and, if denied, denial data is transmitted to the user.

22. The system of claim 20, wherein consumer risk data is
determined based at least in part on: (i) input data; (ii) the
acknowledgement data; (iii) application input data, or any
combination thereof.

23. The system of claim 1, wherein the merchant system
transmits transactional data to the intermediate server system,
the intermediate server system configured to receive, process
and/or transmit the transactional data.

24. The system of claim 23, wherein the transactional data
comprises user data, credit issuer data, merchant data, autho
rization data, permission data, payment data, transaction
specific data, identification data, network data, processing
data, settlement data or any combination thereof.
25. The system of claim 1, further comprising a payment
processor system configured to receive, process and/or trans
mit data, the intermediate server system in communication
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with the payment processor System and configured to trans
mit transactional data to the payment processor System.
26. The system of claim 25, wherein the transactional data
comprises input data, user data, credit issuer data, merchant
data, authorization data, permission data, payment data,
transaction-specific data, identification data, network data,
processing data, settlement data or any combination thereof.
27. The system of claim 25, wherein the transactional data
comprises a common feature data set and a variable feature
data set.

28. The system of claim 25, wherein the intermediate
server system is configured to transmitat least a portion of the
common feature data set to the payment processor and at least
a portion of the variable feature data set to a credit issuer, a
payment company, an electronic payment company or any
combination thereof.

29. The system of claim 25, wherein the intermediate
server system is configured to transmit a portion of the trans
actional data to the payment processor system.
30. The system of claim 29, wherein the portion of the
transactional data is formatted in a predetermined manner
prior to transmission to the payment processor System.
31. The system of claim 25, wherein the payment processor
system is configured to transmit transactional data to the
intermediate server system, the merchant system, a credit
issuer, a payment company, an electronic payment company
or any combination thereof.
32. The system of claim 1, further comprising a credit
issuer System configured to receive, process and/or transmit
data, wherein the intermediate server system is in communi
cation with the credit issuer system and configured to transmit
transactional data to the credit issuer system.
33. The system of claim 32, wherein the transactional data
comprises input data, user data, credit issuer data, merchant
data, authorization data, payment data, transaction-specific
data, identification data, network data, processing data, settle
ment data or any combination thereof.
34. The system of claim 32, wherein the intermediate
server system, a payment processor system configured to
receive, process and/or transmit data, or any combination
thereof, is configured to communicate with the credit issuer
system.

35. The system of claim 32, wherein the credit issuer sys
tem, the intermediate server System or any combination
thereof, is further configured to match, combine and/or
append transmitted transactional data.
36. The system of claim 32, wherein the credit issuer sys
tem, the intermediate server System or any combination
thereof is configured to: (i) authenticate the user; (ii) verify
the user; (iii) approve or deny a user application; (iv) verify a
transaction; (V) process user data; (vi) process merchant data;
(vii) process credit issuer data; (viii) process transactional
data; (ix) process credit product data, or any combination
thereof.

37. The system of claim 1, wherein the merchant system
comprises a merchant online location, a merchant web page,
a merchant call center, a merchant settlement system or any
combination thereof, which is in communication with the

intermediate server system, a payment processor system, a
credit issuer, a payment company, an electronic payment
company or any combination thereof.
38. The system of claim 37, wherein the merchant system
is in communication with the payment processor System, the
credit issuer, the payment company, the electronic payment
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company or any combination thereof, the communication
comprising transactional data, user data, credit issuer data,
merchant data, authorization data, payment data, transaction
specific data, identification data, network data, processing
data, settlement data or any combination thereof.
39. The system of claim 1, wherein the intermediate server
system comprises a plurality of discrete servers in a net
worked environment.

40. A distributed system for commerce, comprising:
(a) at least one merchant system, including:
(i) a network interface configured to: present content to
a user, interact with the user, accept input data from
the user or any combination thereof, and
(ii) a communications system configured to receive data,
process data, transmit data or any combination
thereof

(b) at least one payment processor System, including:
(i) a processing system configured to process credit
based transactions; and

(ii) a communications system configured to receive data,
process data, transmit data or any combination
thereof, and

(c) at least one intermediate server system in communica
tion with the at least one merchant system and the at least
one payment processor System, the at least one interme
diate server system including:
(i) a data storage system configured to store data trans
mitted to the system; and

(ii) a communications system configured to receive data,
process data, transmit data or any combination
thereof.

41. A distributed system for commerce, comprising:
(a) at least one merchant system, including:
(i) a network interface configured to: present content to
a user, interact with the user, accept input data from
the user or any combination thereof, and
(ii) a communications system configured to receive data,
process data, transmit data or any combination
thereof

(b) at least one credit issuer system, including:
(i) a processing system configured to process credit data
directed to at least one credit product; and
(ii) a communications system configured to receive data,
process data, transmit data or any combination
thereof, and

(c) at least one intermediate server system in communica
tion with the at least one merchant system and the at least
one credit issuer System, the at least one intermediate
server system including:
(i) a data storage system configured to store data trans
mitted to the system; and
(ii) a communications system configured to receive data,
process data, transmit data or any combination
thereof.

